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Through Another's Eyes
In mid-September I joined a hodge-podge of volunteers to fill bags
with commodities for the under-served in our community. To me, it
seemed like a huge square dance, as the group split in two. A person
grabbed a bag and swept past different “stations” where B person
dropped food items into the bag. To finish, the bag was twisted closed
—all while avoiding collisions and missteps. This was repeated, A & B
round again, do-si-do, until all the “stations” were empty.
All in all, it was fulfilling! Lunchtime was strange, though. Single, and new to the community, I was
introducing myself to others—especially women. The whole group involved at least 14 other people aged 2565, with one Native gentleman. He was wearing a navy cap which signified he was a proud veteran. Greyhaired guys bunched in one corner of the church gym, while ladies scattered along the project tables. I
walked by this Native man, sitting to eat with two other women. Others got their lunch and settled. No one
joined the Native man. After lunch, we all quickly loaded remaining bags into the waiting truck—and left.
Stop judging, and you will never be judged. Stop condemning, and you will never
be condemned. Forgive, and you will be forgiven. Give, and you will receive. A
large quantity, pressed together, shaken down, and running over will be put into
your pocket. The standards you use for others will be applied to you.
—Luke 6:37-38 (emphasis mine) NOG

I mentioned this day to a Native friend, asking how she saw it. She replied: it's racist! Such an ugly word.
But, she's right. If I wasn't involved, I'd have had no trouble seeing it! And I'd be concerned how someone
Native might interpret my actions as a white person. Instead, I'd focused on what others would think of a
single woman introducing herself to men. Was I too friendly? Was he too
close to my age? As a disciple of Jesus, I should intentionally welcome
anyone who's excluded—especially those different from me. Even if I'm
uncomfortable. Even if I'm unsure how to do it. Instead, I'd looked past an
opportunity to meet someone local from a Native culture.
Turning over an Old Leaf
When did you first realize you could see something you thought you knew
inside-out in a new way? In mid-October, for NAIM's annual conference in
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Canmore, AB, I downloaded Amazon Kindle to my new Android phone. As a writer, I've made it a point to
use physical books. I love the feel of crisp paper, the smell of ink, and the heaviness in my hand. (A little
snobbish, right?) Now, I'm learning to appreciate digital books, since hundreds can fit in my pocket. I'm
turning over an old leaf—and excited about the possibilities!
Like me, is it your season to mix it up? Try using different versions of
God's word—like The Voice, The Living Bible, or Names of God—so ideas
dulled in one version jump out in another! Doing that already? Instead
of charity, try trading with someone who's on a fixed income. Sing at
church, instead of only mouthing the words. Or, add green beans and
brown sugar to the chili. Like God's word, life is dynamic (Hebrews 4:12,
Acts 17:25). We can always uncover new aspects within the familiar!
Forgive, Empower & Honor
When I first heard the Good News of Jesus, it was presented for someone guilty who needed forgiveness.
This is true and necessary … but there is more to the Good News! I've followed the LORD since college, yet I
still struggle with fear (about physical security) and shame (from dealing with depression). The Triune God
wants us to recognize that those who trust in Him are also granted authority over the spiritual forces of this
world. And that we who follow Him have been adopted into His family—as honored and beloved. The Good
News is … the LORD has woven these facets together throughout His word (Ephesians 1:18-19, Acts 26:18)!
Then you will have deeper insight. You will know the confidence that he calls you to have [Guilt-Innocence] and
the glorious wealth that God’s people will inherit [Shame-Honor]. You will also know the unlimited greatness of
his power [Fear-Power] as it works with might and strength for us, the believers.
—Ephesians 1:18-19 (emphasis mine) NOG

Praises and Prayer Requests
•

NAIM CONFERENCE This year, through sessions on The 3D Gospel and 4 Chair Discipling, I'm better
equipped to help believers grow in knowing Jesus. And to introduce others to God in a relevant way (ie,
including from Shame-Honor and Fear-Power perspectives). (Learn more at HonorShame.com.)

•

LOCAL EVENTS Thanks for praying! Pablo Naz's Trunk-or-Treat was October 31st. Addie wore
her pink jacket with wings as a “fairy dog”! And I was her “fairy dog's mother”! Along with indoor
carnival games, steaming chili warmed visitors & workers alike during the crisp night.
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